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Abstract:  Science has made great strides in the past few decades towards uncovering the 

basic principle underlying the brain’s ability to receive the sensation and control and control 

movement. These discoveries, along with revolutionary advances in computing power and 

microelectronics technology, have led to an emerging view that neural prosthetics, or 

electronic interface within the brain for restoration or augmentation of physiological 

function, may one day be possible. The brain-machine interface (BMI) enables us to control 

machine   and to communicate with others, not with the use of the input devices, but 

through direct use of brain signals.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A brain machine interface is an interfaces in which brain accept and controls mechanical devices 

as natural part of its representation of the body. An immediate goal of brain machine interface 

study is to provide away for people with damage sensory/ motor function to use their brain to 

control artificially devices and restore lost capabilities. By combing the latest deployment in 

computer technology and high tech engineering, a person suffering from paralysis might be able 

to control motorized wheelchair or prosthetic limb by just thinking about it. 

Before humans can use brain-interface techniques to control artificial devices, they must first 

understand how the brain gives commands. Brain-interface might work by recording neurological 

activity over long period of time. The electrical activity of millions of brain cells (neurons) can be 

translated into precise sequences of skilled movements. Coordinated neuronal activity also 

provides with exquisite perceptual and sensorimotor capabilities. 

The new technologies augments the human performance through the ability to noninvasive 

access codes in the brain in real time and integrate them into peripheral device or system 

operations. 

This describes the principles of a communications system called brain computer interface (BMI). 

With this system user can control applications by using his/hers brain activity alone, no 

peripheral muscles pr nerves are required. The brain activity can used for communication by 

classifying the activity to different tasks, which correspond to the functions in used application 

e.g. Pressing a key or moving a mouse. The user concentrates to different mental tasks, which 

activate different functional areas of the brain. This activity is measured as the 

Electroencepephalogaphy (EEG), and from its certain features, usually the power spectrum of the 

EEG are extracted.    

2.  WHAT IS BRAIN COMPUTER INTERFACE? 

The reason a BMI works at all is because of the way our brain function. Our brains are filled with 

neuron, individual nerve cells connected to one another by dendrites and axons. Every time we 

think, move, feel or remember something, our neurons are at work. That work is carried out by 

small electric signals that zip form neuron to neuron as fast as 250 mph. The signals are 

generated by differences in electric potential carried by ions on the membrane of each neuron. 
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Although the paths the signals take are insulated take are insulated by something called 

myelin, some of the electric signal escapes. Scientists van detect those signals, interpret 

what mean and use them to direct a device of some kind. It can also work the other way 

around. For example, researchers could figure out what signals are sent  to the brain by prtic 

nerve when someone sees the color red rig a camera that would send those exact signals 

into someone’s brain whenever the camera saw red, allowing a blind person to “see” 

without eyes. 

 In IBM systems, passive electrodes are widely used to measure EEG signals. Generally, 

these electrodes are disc or ring shaped and are made of Ag/AgCl alloy. Due to their simple 

structure, it is easy to make them small. However have many disadvantages as well. Extra 

treatments are essential for recording reliable EEG signals because the scalp potential are 

only on the order of several micro-volts and thus very noise sensitive. Treatments are needs, 

including a hair preparation step and the use of conductive gels or glues for attachment and 

higher conductivity. These preparations induce discomfort and equire long preparation 

time. 

  
Furthermore, the conductive gels easily desiccate and lose their adhesion. These problems 

bring about worse contact impedances at electrodes-scalp interfaces, causing a large 

reduction of signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, the quality of recorded signals is sensitive to 

cable vibrations. For these reasons, the long-term monitoring of EEG signals using passive 
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electrodes is not feasible. 

BMI is an interface in which a brain can talk with computer by: 

1. The computer system can learn what the brain is doing or going to do. 

2. The brain can accept the command from computer. 

  EEG SIGNALS & MEASUREMENT 

The neurons in our brain communicate with each other by firing electrical a impulse, this 

creates an electrics field which travels though the vortex, the dura, the skull and the scalp. 

These electrical impulse are referred to as EEG. The fundamental assumption behind the 

EEG signal is that it reflects the dynamics of electrical activity in populations of neurons. 

3. WORK OF BMI 

Invasive BMIs are implanted directly into the grey matter of the brain during neurosurgery. 

As they rest in grey matter, invasive devices produces devices produce the highest quality 

signals of BMI devices but are prone to scar-tissue build-up, causing the signal to become 

weaker or even lost as body reacts to a foreign objects in the brain. 

The easiest and least invasive method is a set of electrodes - a device known as an 

electroencephalograph (EEG) – attached to the scalp. The electrodes can read brain signals. 

However, the skull blocks a lot of electrical signal, and it distorts what does get through. To 

get a higher-resolution signal, scientists can implant electrodes directly into the gray matter 

of the brain itself, or on the surfaces of the brain, beneath the skull. This allows for much 

more direct reception of electric signals and allows electrode placement in the specific area 

of the brain where the appropriate signals are generated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This approach has many problems, however. It requires invasive surgery to implant the 

electrodes, and devices left in the brain long term tend to cause the formation of scar tissue 
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in the gray matter. This scar tissue ultimately blocks signals. Regardless of the location of the 

electrodes, the basic mechanism is the same: the electrodes measure minute differences in 

the voltage between neurons. 

 
The signal is then amplified and filtered. In current BMI systems, it is then interpreted by a 

computer program, although you might be familiar with older analogue encephalographs, 

which displayed the signals via pens that automatically wrote out the patterns on a 

continuous sheet of paper. In the case of a sensory input BMI, the function happens in 

reverse. 

 
A computer converts a signal, such as one from a video camera, into the voltages necessary 

to trigger neurons. The signals are sent to an implant in the proper area of the brain, and if 

everything works correctly, the neurons fire and the subject fire and the subject receives a 

visual image corresponding to what camera sees. Another way to measure brain activity is 

with a Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI). An MRI machine is a massive, complicated device. 

It produces very high-resolution images of brain activity, but it can’t be used as part of a 

permanent or semi-permanent BMI. 
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Researchers use it to get benchmarks for certain brain function or to map where in the brain 

electrodes should be placed to measure a specific function. For example, if researchers are 

attempting to implant electrodes that will allow someone to control a robotic arm with their 

thoughts, they might first put the subject into an MRI and ask him or her to think about 

moving their arm or her think about moving their actual arm. 

The MRI will show which area of the brain is active during arm movement, giving them a 

clearer target for electrode placement. Real life example Do belle’s first prototype was 

implanted into “Jerry,” a man blinded in adulthood, in 1978. A single-array BMI containing 

68 electrodes was implanted onto jerry’s visual cortex and succeeded in producing 

phosphenes, the sensation of seeing light. The system included cameras mounted on glasses 

to send signals to the implant. 

4. WHO IS THE TARGET OF “BMI” SYSTEM? 

The potential users of BMI system includes individuals who are truly unlocked. Individuals 

who retain substantial neuromuscular control. Currently the second class is the main target 

of BMI communication and applications. This is because BMI system are designed for 

individuals with motor disabilities to communicate with the outside world. The number of 

control options that BMI systems currently provide is also very limited at the time being. So 

only an individual who really needs to use BMI system (and does not have any other useful 

communication channel) may be willing to use a BMI system in the long run. 

Many people think that BMI systems can be used by anyone. This is simply not true (at least 

at his stage). The potential users of BMI system include: 

1. Individuals who are truly unlocked.  

2. Individuals who have a very limited capacity for control, e.g. useful eye movement. 

3. Individual who retain substantial neuromuscular control. 
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5. APPLICATION  

 To operate Robots only with BRAIN 

Advanced Telecommunication Research Institute International (ATR) and Honda Research 

Inst. Japan Co. Ltd. Have jointly developed base technology for new BMI to operate robots 

based on human brain’s activity pattern.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 For Entertainment (Playing Games) 

This system is used to entertain peoples. By use of BMI one can play games that signal is 

sent to the computer of gaming devices software reads the signal into information what the 

user mean and then program so the same thing as guided by the users. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. DRAWBACKS 

The brain is incredibly complex. To say that all thought or actions are the result of simple 

electric signals in the brain is a gross understatement. There are about 100 billion neurons in 

human brain. Each neuron is constantly sending and receiving signals through a complex 

web of connections. There are chemical processes involved as well, which EEGs can’t pick up 

on. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

As we can see there are many useful application of brain computer interface. It can be very 

helpful for people with moving disabilities as human – machine interface. But it can be also 

used for control of human body muscles. There are also many possibilities in military 

domain. Last are the applications for making our lives easier. So one day may be all peoples 

are wearing BMI – Caps and using hands only for eating.  

BMI is useful technology for people with disabilities as it can offer them an additional means 

of communication, and reinstate a damaged motor control function. Recently, BMI has 

started its way to grab the attention of the general public as well because this technology 

has shown the possibility of new type of user experience. For example drowsiness detection 

can be applied to car drivers for preventing traffic accident. And real, time monitoring of 

bio-potential signals is useful for diagnosis of the patients who have brain diseases such as 

epilepsy and Alzheimer’s disease.  
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